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Abstract: We present a multiphoton microscope designed for mesoscale imaging of human skin. The system is based on two-photon excited fluorescence and second-harmonic generation, and images areas of ~0.8x0.8 mm$^2$ at speeds of 0.8 fps (800x800 pixels; 12 frame averages) for high signal-to-noise ratio, with lateral and axial resolutions of 0.5µm and 3.3µm, respectively. The main novelty of this instrument is the design of the scan head, which includes a fast galvanometric scanner, optimized relay optics, a beam expander and high NA objective lens. Computed aberrations in focus are below the Marechal criterion of 0.07λ rms for diffraction-limited performance. We demonstrate the practical utility of this microscope by ex-vivo imaging of wide areas in normal human skin. © 2016 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: (180.4315) Nonlinear microscopy; (180.0180) Microscopy; (170.2520) Fluorescence microscopy.
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1. Introduction

In vivo multiphoton microscopy (MPM) holds promise as an important research and clinical tool for label-free imaging in human skin. The clinical applications of in vivo label-free MPM span from skin cancer detection and diagnosis [1–4], to characterizing and understanding keratinocyte metabolism [5], skin aging [6, 7], pigment biology [8–10], and cosmetic treatments [11–13]. MPM is based on laser-scanning microscopy, a technique that utilizes a focused laser beam that is raster-scanned across the sample to create high-resolution images. A 3D-view of the skin can be reconstructed by scanning at multiple depths. Importantly, high-resolution imaging is combined with a label-free contrast mechanism. MPM contrast in skin is mainly derived from second harmonic generation (SHG) of collagen and two-photon excited fluorescence (TPEF) of tissue components such as the co-factors NADH and FAD++, elastin, keratin, and melanin.

Clinical examination crucially relies on the ability to quickly examine large tissue areas and rapidly zoom in to regions of interest. Skin lesions often show irregularity in color and appearance, especially when they start to progress towards malignancy. Examination of the entire lesion is essential to avoid false negative diagnostic assessments. Therefore, imaging of large field of views (FOVs) and automatic translation of the inspected area are practical requirements for reliable clinical imaging. Commercial clinical microscopes based on MPM and reflectance confocal microscopy (RCM) have implemented automatic translation of the imaging area [2, 14]. However, the initial FOV is typically limited to less than 0.5x0.5 mm² and thus, assessing large areas of several mm² at different depths may be time consuming and impractical for clinical use. In an ideal system, large FOV and automatic translation of the imaging area is complemented by fast image acquisition with high detection sensitivity in order for such a system to be of clinical use for rapid assessment of skin lesions.
In recent years, several advances in nonlinear optical microscopy (NLOM) have led to imaging systems with appreciable FOVs [15, 16]. P.S. Tsai et al. reported on the development of an NLOM system capable of imaging up to 80 mm² at a maximum speed of 5 mm/ms at the expense of lateral resolution (between 1.2 μm and 2 μm across the entire FOV) [16]. This microscope was applied for imaging resting-state vasomotion across both hemispheres of a murine brain through a transcranial window without the need to stitch adjacent imaging areas. Negrean and Mansvelder presented an in-depth optimization study of scan and tube lens designs for minimizing optical aberrations associated with large angle scanning [17]. Both aforementioned studies used conventional galvanometer scanners. Higher scan speeds provided by rotating polygon mirrors or resonant galvanometric scanners have been previously implemented in NLOM-based systems for several applications [18–21], including human skin [19] imaging. The study reported in Ref [21], presents NLOM images with FOV of 800x600 μm² acquired \textit{in vivo} in mouse skin, with high theoretical spatial resolution, at fast scan rates. This work did not include an evaluation of the optical performance of the system. Mostly, all other studies advanced the NLOM systems to improve either the scanning speed or the field of view as required by the application of interest. Optimization of both parameters was achieved at the expense of spatial resolution [16].

In this work, we describe a systematic analysis of MPM system designed for rapidly generating images with large FOVs without compromising resolution. This system is designed specifically for clinical imaging of human skin, and features a large FOV of 800x800 μm² acquired at a maximum frame rate of 10 frames/s, while maintaining sub-micron spatial resolution. A field of view of 1.2x1.2 mm² can be obtained at the expense of increased field curvature. We discuss the performance of the system in detail, both theoretically and experimentally, and demonstrate its practical utility by \textit{ex-vivo} imaging of wide areas in normal human skin at fast scan rates. A brief summary of this work was previously reported in Ref [22].

2. Basic description of the MPM instrument and main optical design considerations

The main elements of the scan head and imaging optics design are shown in Fig. 1. The system includes a fast galvanometric scanner, relay optics, a beam expander and a high NA objective lens. The selection of the objective determines the main optical design considerations of the microscope. We have chosen to optimize the system based on the 25x, 1.05 NA water immersion lens from Olympus (XLPL25XWMP), one of the premier tissue imaging objectives that features a long working distance of 2 mm. This objective has a focal distance of 7.2 mm (based on a tube lens focal length of 180 mm) and an entrance pupil diameter of approximately 15 mm. We describe below in detail the main components of the system.
2.1 Implementation of fast imaging acquisition

Our design is based on a resonant scanner (Cambridge Technology), which operates at 4 kHz and supports a frame rate of ~10 frames/s for an image of 800 x 800 pixels. Once relevant areas have been identified, it is possible to take high-density pixel maps of 1600 x 1600 pixels at a rate of 0.2 seconds per frame. However, high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) images require averaging of several frames. We found that averaging 4 frames is sufficient for the fast scanning mode, which we use for fast visualization of features in the sample, while average of 8 to 12 frames is necessary for the slow scanning mode, employed for recording images with SNR values higher than 20. Therefore, the fast scanning mode used has a rate of 0.4 seconds per frame (average of 4 frames of 800x800 pixels), while the slow scanning mode has a rate of 1.6 to 2.4 seconds per frame (average of 8 to 12 frames of 1600x1600 pixels).

Along with the fast mechanical scanner, high-speed acquisition electronics is needed to capture the data. We use a high-speed 4 channel 14-bit analog-to-digital (A/D) converter to process the data. The A/D card features a sampling rate of 120 MS/s and a 1GS memory, more than sufficient to acquire imaging data at 8 frames/s. The card is controlled through a C++ based software and a GUI for the final user-friendly version of scanning software (SlideBook, Intelligent Imaging Innovations, Denver, CO).

The useful aperture for the resonant scanner is 12 mm x 9.25 mm (X-axis), and 10 mm for the slow axis Y mirror.

2.2 Implementation of a wide field of view (FOV)

2.2.1 Optical design considerations

In a laser-scanning microscope, the FOV is determined by the objective focal length ($f_{\text{obj}}$) and the scanning angle at the back aperture of the objective ($\Phi$):

\[
\text{FOV} = \sqrt{2} x f_{\text{obj}} x \Phi,
\]

where $\Phi$ is measured relative to the optical axis, corresponding to half of the full scanning angle at the corner of the FOV. A large FOV is achieved for long objective focal lengths and large scanning angles. Both of these parameters result in limited spatial resolution, as long
focal lengths correspond to low magnification and low NA objectives, while large scanning angles lead to optical aberrations such as coma and astigmatism. Once the focal length is determined based on the selection of the objective, the FOV is limited by the scanning angle. The scanning angle of the mirrors depends on the magnification of the system. Low magnification is required to minimize the scanning angle and optical aberrations such as coma and astigmatism. The objective entrance pupil diameter determines the beam size before objective. Overfilling of the back aperture is needed to utilize the full NA of the objective lens, a task performed by the beam expander, which consists of scan and tube lens elements. The beam expander of our system has a 1.8x magnification, determined by the maximum beam diameter of 9 mm allowed by the scanning mirror and the objective entrance pupil diameter, 15 mm. A common limitation of the FOV in conventional laser-scanning microscopes, where the scanning mirrors are placed in proximity, is related to the lateral motion of the laser beam at the back aperture of the objective. This is due to the beam displacement by the first mirror on the second mirror, which for large angles can lead to vignetting and reduction of the FOV [23, 24]. To address this limitation, we employed a relay lens system between the scanning mirrors.

A FOV of 0.8 x 0.8 mm² requires an angle $\Phi$ of 4.5° Eq. (1) at the back aperture of the objective. The corresponding scanning angles before the beam expander and the relay lens system are 8.1° and 5.7°, respectively.

Simulation and optimization of both the beam expander and the relay imaging systems were carried out using a computer-aided design software (ZEMAX, Radiant ZEMAX LLC). The design was based on the availability of off-the-shelf lenses for a cost-effective final solution. The optical systems were designed and optimized such that the root mean square (RMS) wavefront error was not larger than 0.07 $\lambda$, a criterion associated with diffraction-limited performance (Maréchal criterion). We performed the optimization for maximum scanning angles of 8.1° and 5.7° before the beam expander and the relay lens system, respectively, a Gaussian beam diameter of 9 mm (FW1/e²M) and a beam expander magnification of 1.8. These parameters give rise to a beam diameter of 16.2 mm after the expander, overfilling the back aperture of the objective (XLPL25XWMP, Olympus) and to a FOV of 800x800 $\mu$m². The primary optimization wavelength was 800 nm, the wavelength of interest for our skin imaging application. We evaluate the performance of the beam expander and the relay lens system by evaluating the corresponding RMS wavefront distribution with respect to the incidence angle. The wavefront error of defocus, caused by field curvature with respect to the focal plane, is the main optical aberration that affects the total RMS wavefront of both systems. However, since the system presented in this manuscript was developed mainly for applications related to thick tissue imaging, such as human skin, defocus does not play a critical role in the overall quality of the image. Therefore the RMS wavefront distribution excluding the defocus term is the relevant figure of merit for the optical system used in our application. We describe below in detail the components and the overall performance of the relay lens system and the beam expander.

2.2.2 Optical design of the relay lens system

The 1:1 relay lens imaging system (Fig. 2(a)) consists of four doublet achromatic lenses (026-1130, Optosigma and PAC046, Newport – 2 pairs of each). The RMS wavefront error at 0-degree incidence angle corresponding to 800 nm excluding the defocus term is 0.01$\lambda$. The RMS wavefront distribution with respect to the incidence angle indicates a diffraction-limited performance for almost the entire FOV when the defocus term is excluded (Fig. 2(b)).
2.2.3 Optical design of the beam expander

The beam expander imaging system (Fig. 3(a)) consists of four doublet achromatic lenses (AC300-080-B Thorlabs; PAC046, Newport; 026-1180 and 026-1220 Optosigma). The RMS wavefront error at 0-degree incidence angle corresponding to 800 nm excluding the defocus term is 0.04\(\lambda\). The RMS wavefront distribution with respect to the incidence angle indicates a diffraction-limited performance for the entire FOV when the defocus term is excluded (Fig. 3(b)).
The optical aberration that has the most significant contribution to the total RMS wavefront error for both systems, is the defocus, caused by field curvature with respect to the focal plane. The Zemax simulation estimates a total field curvature of 13 μm, considering the objective used in our experiments and 800 nm excitation wavelength. We measured a field curvature of 9 μm introduced by the objective alone. Hence, we expect an overall field curvature of 22 μm. In principle, both the relay and the beam expander configurations can be further optimized when allowing for longer optical pathlengths. However, the compactness of the system was an important criterion considered in the design.

### 2.3 Optimization of signal detection

Fast image acquisition requires an efficient and high sensitivity signal detection system. We achieve this in two ways. First, we have designed signal collection optics that capture the maximum amount of radiation emitted in the epi-direction. Using ZEMAX simulations, we optimized the optics components for collection efficiency, as shown in Fig. 4. We use a first dichroic mirror to separate the excitation and the emission signals (FF705-Di01, Semrock, Inc.) and a second dichroic mirror (FF506-Di03, Semrock, Inc.) to split the TPEF and SHG detection channels defined by the emissions filters: FF01-720/SP and FF01-535/150 (Semrock, Inc.) for TPEF; and FF01-375/110 for SHG. Second, we selected high sensitivity photodetectors (Hamamatsu R9880-20 and R9880-210), chosen for their high detection sensitivities in the visible range of the spectrum.
The basic imaging properties of the scan head are summarized in Table 1.

### Table 1. Basic imaging properties of the scan head

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frame rate</td>
<td>800 x 800 pixels: 10 fps-single</td>
<td>High frame rate for rapid browsing of tissue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>frame to 0.8 fps-12 frames averaged</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1600 x 1600 pixels: 5 fps-single</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>frame to 0.4 fps-12 frames averaged</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for SNR&gt;20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame dimension</td>
<td>800x800 to 1600x1600</td>
<td>Image dimension controllable by software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOV</td>
<td>0.8 x 0.8 mm²</td>
<td>Wide FOV covers larger tissue areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral translation</td>
<td>1.0 cm</td>
<td>Enables mesoscale exploration of tissue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>0.5 µm lateral; 3.3 µm axial</td>
<td>High resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imaging depth</td>
<td>0.100-0.250 mm</td>
<td>Sufficient to capture epidermis and reach the dermis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection channels</td>
<td>TPEF; SHG</td>
<td>NLO signals detected with high sensitivity PMTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bright field</td>
<td>LED illuminator plus CCD</td>
<td>Bright field reflection detected in epi-mode</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. **MPM imaging system performance**

The data presented in the following sections of the manuscript were acquired using a bench-top prototype of the microscope described in Fig. 1. We employed a Ti:Sapphire laser (MIRA 900, Coherent, Inc.), 800 nm, 120 fs, 76 MHz as excitation light source in all experiments further presented. Pre-chirping for compensation of pulse broadening at the sample was not included at this stage of the development. The average laser power used in all *ex vivo* imaging experiments on human skin was ~30mW at the sample.

3.1 **Point spread function (PSF)**

We used 0.2 µm yellow-green (505/515) fluorescent beads (Molecular Probes, Eugene, Oregon) for measuring the lateral and the axial resolution. We measured a lateral PSF of 0.5 ± 0.1 µm and an axial PSF of 3.3 ± 0.5 µm (full-width half maximum of Gaussian fit) for the 800 nm excitation wavelength. Figure 5 shows lateral and axial cross sections based on average of measurements on 15 beads.
Fig. 5. MPM imaging system resolution. Point spread function representing (a) lateral resolution - FWHM = 0.5 µm and (b) axial resolution - FWHM = 3.3 µm. Data were acquired at 800 nm excitation wavelength and represent the fluorescence average of 15 beads. The error bars represent the standard deviation of the fifteen measurements.

The optical resolution determines the maximum performance of the system regarding the resolvable size of the lateral and axial features. The maximum digital sampling currently available for our system, 1600x1600 pixels, provides a pixel size of 0.5 µm when imaging a FOV of 800x800 µm². Since the lateral spatial resolution in the system is 0.5 µm as well, the FOV is slightly undersampled.

3.2 Comparison of home-built MPM-based imaging platform with a commercial system using the same objective

To compare the FOVs of the home-built and of a commercial Olympus laser-scanning microscope (FV300), we imaged the same sample with each microscope using the same objective (Olympus, XLPL25XWMP). For an adequate comparison of the maximum FOV covered by each microscope, the scanning was set such that the FOVs would show similar uniformity of the TPEF signal from a fluorescein sample. Therefore a FOV of 820 x 820 µm² for the home-built microscope corresponded to an area of 370 x 370 µm² scanned by using the Olympus microscope. To illustrate this comparison we used images acquired from a sample of formalin-fixed human skin tissue. Figure 6 shows representative images of the dermo-epidermal junction (DEJ) of human skin acquired at a depth of 50 µm, at the maximum FOV using the home-built microscope (Fig. 6(a)) and the commercial Olympus microscope (Fig. 6(b)). To compare the features resolved in similar FOVs, an image of the DEJ was acquired with the home-built microscope over an area of 370 x 370 µm² (Fig. 6(c)). Figure 6(d) represents a close-up MPM image of keratinocytes, elastin and collagen fibers of the DEJ.
Fig. 6. Ex-vivo human skin imaging-comparison of home-built MPM-based imaging platform with a commercial system using the same objective. (a) Dermo-epidermal junction (DEJ) imaged with the home-built microscope by SHG (blue) and TPEF (green). TPEF signal originates from keratin in the epidermal keratinocytes and from elastin fibers (arrows) in the superficial papillary dermis, while SHG highlights the collagen fibers. (b) A similar location of the DEJ in the skin sample acquired with a commercial Olympus microscope over an area of 370 x 370 µm² by using the same objective as in the home-built microscope. (c) MPM image of the DEJ acquired with the home-built microscope over an area of 370 x 370 µm² for comparison with the image in (b) acquired with the Olympus microscope. The image in (c) corresponds to the inset in (a). (d) MPM image of the DEJ corresponding to the inset in (c) showing keratinocytes (full line arrows), elastin fibers (arrow heads) and collagen fibers (dashed line arrows). Images were acquired at 50 µm depth in the sample. Scale bar is 100 µm.

The images shown in Fig. 6 provided similar SNR value when acquired with a speed of 1.2s/image (0.1s/frame x 12 frames averaging) for 800x800 pixels for the home-built system (effective pixel dwell time: 1.9 µs) and with 2s/image (1s/frame x 2 frames averaging) for 512x512 pixels for the Olympus microscope (effective pixel dwell time: 7.6 µs).

3.3 MPM depth imaging of human skin (ex-vivo)

Validation of the MPM imaging system included the evaluation of its ability to acquire images in human skin ex vivo by rapidly scanning large areas at different depths, without compromising sub-cellular resolution. Representative images acquired at different depths in a sample of formalin-fixed human skin tissue, are shown in Fig. 7. Images of 820 x 820 µm², 800x800 pixels, were acquired at an effective speed of 1.2 s/frame, which includes averaging over 12 frames. Horizontal sections (x-y scans) in Fig. 7 show images of the epidermis (Fig. 7(a)), basal cells surrounding the dermal papilla in the dermo-epidermal junction (DEJ) (Fig. 7(b)-7(e)), collagen and elastin fibers at different depths in the DEJ and in the dermis (Fig. 7 c-f). A complete z-stack of 60 images acquired ex vivo to a depth of 180 µm with a step of 3 µm is included in Supplemental material (Visualization 1), along with a z-stack acquired for a FOV of 410x410 µm² to illustrate the resolved features of epidermal keratinocytes and fibrilar structures in the dermis (Visualization 2). The total acquisition time for each z-stack was 1.2 min. A field of view of 1.2x1.2 mm² can be obtained by this imaging system at the expense of increased field curvature.
3.4 Mesoscale MPM imaging

To enhance its practical utility in clinical setting, in addition to large FOV, system performance is aided by the capability to rapidly inspect tissue architecture on the sub-cm² scale, a scale characteristic for overall lesion morphology. For this purpose, we used a servo-controlled miniature translation stage for scanning the sample in order to test the mesoscale imaging capability of the system. The stage has an extendable range of 1 cm along both lateral coordinates. A representative image of a 3.1 x 2.5 mm² area of a DEJ in a human skin sample (discarded tissue fixed in formalin) is shown in Fig. 8. The image includes a mosaic of 20 frames. Each frame of 1600x1600 pixels was acquired in 2.4 s, which includes an average of 12 frames. The mosaic image was acquired in 2 minutes.
Fig. 8. *Ex vivo* MPM mesoscale imaging of human skin. MPM image of the DEJ in human skin showing keratin in skin folds (green) and fibrilar structure of dermal papilla (collagen fibers—blue; elastin fibers—green). The wide area image (3.1 x 2.5 mm$^2$) includes a mosaic of 20 frames and was acquired in 2 minutes. The image shown as inset was acquired as single frame in 2.4 s. Scale bar is 0.25 mm.

4. Discussion and conclusion

The work described in this manuscript addresses two main technical challenges related to MPM skin imaging: limited field of view and slow acquisition rate of large skin areas. Optimizing these parameters is imperative for advancing the MPM technology to become an efficient skin imaging tool in the clinic. The MPM-based imaging platform proposed here includes components that have been previously employed separately in laser scanning microscopes to address either one of the aforementioned limitations. Thus, the system includes a fast galvanometric scanner to increase the acquisition rate and custom-designed relay optics and beam expander to minimize scanning and optical aberrations, and optimize the field of view. The simulation of the optical performance for the relay and beam expander systems showed that computed aberrations in focus were below the Marechal criterion of 0.07$\lambda$ rms for diffraction-limited performance. The RMS wavefront distribution with respect to the incidence angle estimated a diffraction-limited performance for almost all FOV, when defocus caused by field curvature was excluded. Importantly, the system was optimized based on an objective that features low magnification and high NA (Olympus 25X, 1.05NA water immersion lens, 1mm working distance), allowing imaging at sub-micron resolution. We demonstrate the practical utility of this microscope by rapid imaging wide FOVs in normal human skin *ex-vivo*. The MPM-based instrument proposed here is capable of imaging 0.8x0.8 mm$^2$ skin areas at sub-micron resolution and rates that range between 0.4 to 2.4 seconds per frame (when averaging 4 to 12 frames for high SNR). This represents a 4x improvement in the FOV and scanning rate (effective pixel dwell time) when compared to the images acquired with a commercial microscope using the same objective. We do not expect any change in the frame rate for in vivo human skin imaging experiments. The SHG and TPEF signal intensities from the dermis do not usually change much through tissue fixation. The TPEF signal intensity from NADH in the epidermal keratinocytes is in fact higher in live tissue.

While this is a significant improvement in acquisition speed and scanning field of view, further optimization is possible by implementing custom-designed optics to extend the diffraction-limited performance over the entire FOV, while yet maintaining a compact configuration. The current design represents a practical solution that balances performance,
size and cost. It was tailored specifically to maximize FOV, image speed and signal collection from key molecular components in skin tissue. The technical advancements described in this manuscript, if implemented and further optimized, can significantly enhance the practical use of the nonlinear optical microscopy in clinical settings.
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